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CHAPTE R I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

This thesis examines the essential information

requirements for the effective management of a procure—

inent organization. A need exists for the development of

a method to determine what information procurement managers

require (4;  9 ) .  Such a me thod should assist in identif i—

cation of the information requirements of the primary

users at the d i f fe ren t  levels of management of a procure-

ment organization (4 ;  7; 8; 9 ) .

Importance of the
Problem

The Air Force Systems Command Acquisition Manage-

ment Information System (AFSCAMIS) , formerly entitled

Military Standard Contract Administration Procedures

(MILSCAP) , was originally designed to provide management

control of the complete acquisition cycle of the procure-

ment process (18:4-7). ’ AFSCAMIS is a unique Air Force

The Data Project Directive (DPD) of the Air
Force Systems Command Acquisition Management Information
System (AFSCAMIS), dated 11 March 1975 , granted permission
to proceed with a restructured APSCAMIS program . Basically,
the restructured program will develop a central data base

1

L .~~~~~. 
. 
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Systems Command (AF SC) program to facili tate the exchange

of pertinent data among contract administration activites

in varous DoD components performing procurement , pro-

duction , material management , and financial functions

(18:4). Although previous work has been accomplished to

determine what information procurement managers need , the

requirement still exists for additional research to further

define their essential information needs (4; 5; 7; 8; 9;

13)

Figure 1 iLlustrates how AFSCAMIS will integrate - -

the acquisition cycle (18:llAtch.1) . In the preaward

phase the following actions take place: Requirement

Approval , Statement of Work (SOW) preparation , Purchase

Request (PR), Determinations and Findings (D&F), and

the Request for Proposal (RFP). Then, after solicitation

of bids, the funds are committed and the contract is awarded .

Finally , in the postaward phase the DD Form 250 Material

Inspection Receiving Report (MIRR) is received , indicating

final acceptance and the contract is eventually retired .

As illustrated by figure 1 the Air Force Systems Command

Acquisition Management Information System provides infor-

mation during all phases of contract administration .

and implement a data base management system . Source Data
Automation (SDA) will be implemented at the buying activi-
ties , Air Force Plant Representative Offices (AFPRO), Air
Force Contract Management Division (AFCND) , and at Air
Force Logistics Command (AFLC) , thus providing them with an
interactive capability to update and query the central data
base .

_ _  • - -
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There is abundant information available supporting

the fact that an automated management information system

is needed in order to better administer the U . S .  Air Force

procurement transactions ( 4 ;  7; 8; 9; 13; 18).

General Merrell ( 17:18) former Commander of the

• Air Force Logistics Command , quoted the Mahon Committee

report concerning defense procurement and its impact on

American society :

The magnitude of defen se procur emen t and log istics
activities and policies are such as to directly a f f e c t
every state and. directly or indirectly,  the vast - -

majori ty  of the American people. In 1967 alone ,
defense prime contract a~ ards totaled $ 4 4 . 6  bill ion
and encompassed 15.1 million separate procurement
actions. Inventories of weapons and equipment in
use in this time frame amounted to $95.5  billion . .

He went on to say that every administrative device that

can be developed and applied is used to assure that the

best interests of the nation are protected and served .

He further noted the magnitude of this responsibility

with another quote from the Mahon Committee report :

The basic objective of those charged with the
administration of a program of this awesome magnitude
is to secure prime quality equipment and weapons
systems at reasonable costs and in an e f f i c i en t  manner.
The most effect ive way yet demonstrated to achieve
this obj ective is through timely, competitive
procurement. . . . maximum e f f o r t  must be made by
defense procurement and contracting o f f i c i a l s  to
assure the acquisition of new systems of desired
quali ty at fa i r  and reasonable prices to the govern-
merit [17:18].

United States Senator Proxmire , frequent cri t ic

of defense department policy , (16 :20-26)  criticized the 

--- • - ——• • .—- • - ••
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defense department acquisition management in a speech

before the United States Senate when he said :

There is no adequate machinery , ei ther in the
executive or legislative branch to control the
total amount spent or the way in which mi l i tary
funds are disbursed. This is especially the case

• with respect to contracting for major  weapons
systems . The results are vast ineff iciencies  in
procurement , waste in supply and less security. .

• He fur ther  stated that the concept of total package pro-

curement has not solved the problems of cost overruns

and late delivery . Senator Proxxnire also indicated

that there should be some changes in the mil i tary con—

tracting and f inancial  systems , specifically:

institute immediately an ef fec t ive  and
uniform system of accounting for contractors. •

institute serious penalties for contractors whose
delivery dates are not met . . . . f ind some method
of monitoring and audit ing contracts while they are
in process in order to avoid the huge cost over-
runs. . . . (16:20].

Discussions with Lt. Colonel Martin who has over

twelve years of Procurement Management experience ( 7 ) ,

and Mr. Kayafas who works in top management in the

• AFSCAMIS Program Office ( 4 )  verified the existing need

for determining the essential information requirements

for the U.S .  Air Force procurement system . Major

Michalowski ( 9 ) ,  of the Business Research Management

Center , Air Force Inst i tute of Technology , also indicated

that a need exists to determine procurement management

information requirements . 
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Background

Information requirements. In discussing information

requirements Emch (3:426) stated :

A system of control should require no more than
is absolutely necessary in the way of reports, data,
and statistics. The determination of what is neces-
sary should conform to this simple dictum : in accor-
dance with your responsibilities and authority , can
you or should you do anything about the information
that is presented to you and , if so, what? -

Emch also indicated that timely and accurate information

is necessary especially in organizations that have grown

beyond the size where they can be effectively managed by

direct observation.

Zani (19:430) listed some questions which help

to specify information requirements for the manager :

1. What decisions are made?

2. What decisions should be made?

3. What factors are important in making these

decisions?

4. How and when should these decisions be made?

5. What information is useful in making these

decisions?

Baumgartner (1:49) said that an information

system should provide management with :

1. A ranking of problems by criticality .

2. An indication of potential trouble spots.

3. Anticipated schedule slippage and cost vari-

ances. 
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4. A means of determining where management can

withdraw resources to assist more critical phases.

Ross ( 14:128) stated that an organizat ion cannot

survive without information , and that the funct ions  of

management cannot be performed without the flow of infor-

mation to decision makers. He said that control is depen-

dent upon the amount of information available for measur-

ing performance . Ross also indicated that it is essential

that the data base system satisf y the requirements of

each user , otherwise the user will  continue to mainta in  - -

his own system and thereby defeat  the purpose of the

central data base (14:161).  lIe fur ther  stated that  it is

very d i f f i c u l t  to get managers to be specific about their

information needs . According to Ross , avoiding di rect

questions in the interview technique increases the proba—

bility of getting the right answers (14:282).

Lt. Colone l Martin indicated that some of the

important considerations when def ining information require-

ments were :

1. The quality of the informat ion that is

available, and the confidence that the user has in the

j validity of the information .

2. The output forma t and level of detail depends

on who they are , what they need , and at what level of

management the information is to be used .
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3. The problems of determining what information

the user requires , because in some cases the user does

not know his information requirements (7).

Lieutenant Colonel D’Angelo (2) indicated that

some of the important considerations of determining

information needs are:

1. Is the data in the proper format?

2. Are the most important things identified?

3. Are delinquent events or exceptions identi-

fied?

Li (6:22) stated that the most critical question

involved in designing a management information system

is the determination of what information is necessary

to enable the manager to effectively make decisions.

This cannot be effectively identified by what is available

as much of the data is superfluous and redundant. Much

information for good decision making is unavailable.

Five basic approaches for determination of the

information needs of a manager are listed by Sollenber ger

( 15:58) :

1. A questionnaire be given each manager on
which he can indicate the information he wants and
needs;

2 Lieutenant Colonel Anthony P. D’Angelo , Head ,
Department of Management Studies , Air Force Inst i tu te  of
Technology has extensive experience in Locistics Manage—
merit and has done independent research in the f ield of
management systems

L — - —. 
~~~~~~~~- - - . --.- --— --- “
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2. Observation of the job and use of job
descriptions;

3. Interviews with the manager to obtain his
view and opinion;

4. Selection of functional managers to specify
needs for all jobs within their areas of responsi-
bility ; and,

5. Usually as a supplement to other methods ,
the use of industry studies and literature in
specific areas.

Mockler (1 1:479) indicated that the two major

problems encountered when trying to identify information

needs are : ( 1) the operating managers are re luctant

to spend the time needed to define their requirements ,

and (2)  a systems analyst needs considerable skill in

interviewing techniques in order to obtain valid informa-

tion about future and ideal needs. He said that this

occurs because operating managers tend to describe the

information that they are presently receiving rather than

what information is required in order to make better

decisions.

Mr. Kayafas (4 ;  5) and Mr. Meacham (8)  who both

work in the AFSCAMIS Program Off ice  said it is important

to define the user prior to determining what he requires

and how these requirements will be satisfied. Mr. Kayafas

also pointed out that many users determine their informa-

tion requirements based on the amount of work or time

required to obtain the information . Mr. Kayafas also

indicated that managers sometimes cannot determine their

information requirements .
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Professor Post (13) who has extensive experience

studying and teaching information systems theory said

that a problem with large information systems is the inter-

action between several functional areas and the resulting

communication problems. For example , in a very specialized

functional area the jargon , usage , habits , and traditions

may require translation before being useful  to another

specialized functional area. Professor Post also talked

about the alt i tude problem wi th in  information systems ;

that is , there is ~ d i f f e r en t  data requirement at d i f -  - -

ferent funct ional  levels. He emphasized that responsi-

bilities and participation required at each level of

management are different (13).

Mr. Shillito ( 16 :53-57) ,  who is a forme r Assistant

Secretary of Defense for Installations and Logistics, dis-

cussed some management techniques developed to improve

acquisition management and explained some of the reasons

for problems in the weapons acquisition process. He

believes that a better training program and longer

tenure for key personnel in System Program Off ices  will

improve the situation. He recommended that the weapons

systems contract should be structured into a discrete

number of significant milestones to permit an objective

evaluation of the contractor ’ s actua l performance , as

against planned accomplishment.
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As indicated by the preceding discussion , there

is a need to develop a procurement information system which

will encompass the complete procurement cycle. Military

Standard Contract Administration Procedures (MILSCAP) was

one of the first major attempts to develop an integrated

procurement information system. Its purpose was to sim-

plify , standardize , and automate procurement related logis-

tics and financial data . The MILSCAP Program as related

to AFSC was replaced by the AFSCAMIS program (18:4-7).

The AFSCAMIS System. The Air Force Systems Command Acqui—

siton Management Information System (AFSCAMIS) is a

computerized management information system concerning Air

Force Systems Command procurement management (18)

The Data Automation Requirement (DAR) (18:Tab A3)

for the AFSCAMIS states that AFSCAMIS will provide man-

agement contro,l of the complete acquisition cycle (require-

ment through contract close out) and in-depth visibility

of contract, production , delivery , and~ financial data.

The DAR (18:4) also states that: 
-

The AFSC procurement management information sys-
tem will satisfy both internal and external require-
ments utilizing a centralized data base within AFSC.
Externally it will facilitate exchange of pertinent
data among contract administration activities in
various DoD components performing procurement , pro-
duction , material management, and financial functions.
Internally it will provide timely information for
those AFSC activities concerned with projects and/or
programs involving research , development , and acqui-
sition. It will provide a bridge for flow of informa-
tion between pre-award and post-award efforts. It
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will eliminate the need for numerous manual and compu-
terized program management systems currently used by
subcommands and will supplant other unique systems
when fully developed .

As indicated in the preceding quote , the AFSCAMIS

is designed to provide the procurement managers in the

Air Force Systems Command with the information that they

require in order to better perform their duties. The

system should improve contract administration and procure-

ment management by providing reliable , timely information .

Hopefully, the AFSCAMIS will reduce the complaints of

critics of defense procurement, and provide the additional

information necessary for the managers in the procurement

system to make better decisions. Therefore , if the

information requirements can be identified , the goals of

AFSCAMIS can be achieved .

Objectives of Research

As stated before , an effective management informa-

tion system which provides accurate information , in the

desired format, when and where needed , is needed for deci-

sion making . The information must be transferred to the

levels needed , and also be available for the needs of

the higher levels of management.

Discussions with knowledgeable personnel (4; 7; 9)

indicate that Headquarters USAF is concerned about the

adequacy of the information that will be provided by

L • • •• ~~• • • • • • • • • •~ • • • • • • ••~~~~• •~~~• • • • • • • • •~~~• • ••• • • • • • •• • . • •  • • •~~—---—-~~~~~~~~~~ • •
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the proposed AFSCAMIS , and a need exists to validate

the information requirements .

This thesis examines the information requirements

for procurement management information systems. Research

in this area can assist in determining what information

procurement managers need in order to make effective

decisions. Conceivably, this research can help define the

procurement manager ’s information requirements as they

pertain to the AFSCAMIS system. To achieve this , the

study was designed .to address the following questions.

Research Questions 
-

1. Determine if procurement managers ’ information

needs are being satisfied .

2. Determine if procurement managers are receiv-

ing duplicate information.

3. Determine if procurement managers are satisfied

with the timeliness of their informa tion products .

4. Determine if procurement managers are conf i-

dent about the quality of information in the reports

that they receive.

— 
~~
(_



—.~~~~ —~~~~~~~~r - -~~

CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

The chapter describes the research methodology .

After an overview , the methodology is discussed in terms

of the population , sample , data collection plan , and data

gathering instrument. It also includes a data analysis

section and a list of assumptions and a limitations.

Overview

A literature review provided background informa-

tion for this thesis. The literature review indicated

that an effective management information system is

absolutely necessary for optimum management effective-

ness in any large organization .

The first factor considered in defining the popu-

lation of interest, or target population , was to determine

which levels of management would be asked to assist in the

gathering of data concerning the information require-

ments of procurement managers . Since the purpose of this

thesis was to determine the information requirements of

procurement managers , it logically followed that procure-

ment management personnel would be included in the popu-

lation to be surveyed. The target population included

procurement management personnel within the Department

14
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~efense (DoD) and other government agencies. Although

AFSCAMIS is a system peculiar to Air Force Systems

Command the researchers assumed that the information needs

of all procurement managers are sufficiently similar to

allow extrapolation of application . Primary , rather

than secondary,  data sources were used in this research .

Surveys were administered to two samples of procurement

managers. Data obtained from these surveys include :

(1) personal data , (2) the duties of the person inter-

viewed , (3) their in~formation requirements , (4) the type - -

of information system that they are currently using, and

(5) the characteristics of their information system.

Tables are used to describe the data gathered

• from the surveys and the results are subdivided into

classes of data in order to analyze the findings and pro-

vide recommendations concerning procurement management

information requirements.

Appendix A is a draft survey instrument which

was pilot tested on thirty—seven personnel who attended

an Advanced Contract Administration class. This class was

taught by the Continuing Education Div ision , School of

Systems and Logistics, Air Force Institute of Technology ,

Wright—Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. That survey

instrument was revised to clear up some unanticipated

ambiguities, and was reconstructed in a more useful format.
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Appendix B is a revised survey instrument which was used

for collecting the data used in this thesis.

Population and Sample

The sources of this research are described in

terms of the universe and population from which the research

sample was drawn . The universe for this research was all

DoD and other government procurement managers.

The population for this research was those DoD

and other government agency procurement personnel who have

experience in procurement management. For the purposes

of this study , managers included all supervisory personnel

involved in decision making within a procurement organi-

zation.

The survey instrument was administered to two

samples of procurement managers. There were two captive

and receptive samples available for data collection . The

first sample (sample A) was a homogeneous group of pro-

curement management personnel in Air FOrce Systems Com-

mand, Aeronautical Systems Division (AFSC/ASD) at Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base , Ohio. These personnel at

Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) have similar amounts

of experience and are generally comparable (7). The

personnel of this organiza tion procure , manage , and admin-

ister contracts for research , development , testing and

engineering. Eleven personnel were included in sample A ,

and they were surveyed dur ing May 1975.

Ip_ 
- • • ••• •••—•- • •• --•—-• •.--——————.———••- -—--- • -••—. ---- — • • . ~~~~ — -  .~~~~~~ . _  . • . —  • •
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Sample B consisted of ninety-nine personnel who

attended the Advanced Contract Administration Course in

the Continuing Education Division at the School of Systems

and Logistics, Air Force Institute of Technology , Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base , Ohio , during the period January

1975 through June 1975. This heterogeneous group of

personnel presumably with disparate values, opinions and

backgrounds, work in different areas of contract adminis-

tration within the Department of Defense (DoD) and

other government a;encies (7; 12). They consisted of

personnel in the preaward , award , and postaward phases of

contract administration . Some personnel were involved

directly in contract administration , while others were

primarily concerned with production , logistics , accounting

• and finance , or quality assurance (7).

Note that both of the above sample groups included

a mix of personnel; i.e., military and civilians at several

different grade levels (see table 3-3). Thus, sample A

consisting of personnel from ASD have similar jobs, while

• sample B from the Advanced Contract Administration classes ,

had a broad range of types of duties and areas of respon-

sibility (see table 3—5).

Data Collection Plan

Data was collected to address the research ques-

tions by using a survey instrume nt. The personnel sampled

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  • • • • • • .• -• • -~• . • •_ -
~~~~~~
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filled out the survey instrument and provided answers to

the researchers , who in turn recorded the data.

Instrument

As stated previously , appendix A is the draft

survey instrument used for the pilot test and appendix B

is the revised survey instrument which was used to gather

data for this study. These survey instruments were

reviewed by personnel who are working in the AFSCAMIS

program and were also reviewed by other personnel who 
- -

are on the faculty of the Air Force Inst i tu te  of Technology

School of Systems and Logistics (2 ;  4;  5; 7; 8; 9; 10;

12) .  These p e r s o n n e l  are experienced in survey instru-

ment construction and , more importantly , they are familiar

with the orientation of procurement personnel.

The first survey instrument (appendix A) is divided

into three sections which gather information on personal

data, time allocation , and procurement information require-

ments and characteristics as they pertain to the person

answering the question. The first survey instrument was

tested by means of a pilot test. Essentially this pilot

test consisted of a series of interviews with experts in

the procurement field from the following areas: faculty

of the School of Systems and Logistics , personnel from the

Business Research Management Center, procurement management

_ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~• -— • - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~
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personnel from the AFSCAMIS program o f f i ce , and personnel

from an Advanced Contract Administration class in the

School of Systems and Logistics. The person interviewed

was informed of the purpose of the study and presented

with a copy of the proposed survey ins trument. Persons

• interviewed were then asked to verbally respond to the

questions and of fe r  criticism in terms of understanda-

bility,  applicability of questions, and validity of data

to be gathered . The pilot test resulted in a redesign

of the survey instr.ument (appendix B).

The revised survey instrument (appendix B) con-

sists of one part, and was structured so that it would be

easier for the respondent to understand the questions.

Subject areas relevant to the research questions of this

thesis were included in the survey instruments. The

respondent was asked to answer some of the questions in

his own words, and others by selecting an answer from

several given. Consequently , some of the data could be

tabulated , while other data could only be grouped into

categories of nominal data and then analyz ed . The ques-

tions allowed the researchers to determine the personal

data on each respondent, plus obtain his opinion on certain

questions which concern the informa tion requirements and

characteristics of a procurement organ ization.

The data collected from the samples was sorted

into different categories , such as the amount of experience,

• - •~~-~~~-•-•--- ——~~~•-~~~• -—- • • • _ _  _ _
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educational background, and type of job. It was also

grouped into major areas applicable to the research ques-

tions and then analyzed (see chapters Ill and IV).

Since the data was accumulated from a sample

rather than a census , consideration was given to general-

izing the results; that is, since a sample considers

• only part of the elements of a population , only inference

that the results are applicable to any larger group is

possible.

Since there- existed the probability that some

questions would not be answered by the respondents , a

decision rule was established that at least 60 percent

of the respondents must have answered a particular

question or the question would be considered invalid.

Interviews with faculty members of the School of Systems

and Logistics and a review of appropriate texts seemed

to conclude that the researcher should establish cr iter ia

• and guidelines prior to collection of data. This sixty

percent cut—off was based on the assumption that a response

• by less than 60 percent of the sample would result in a

questionable reply,  :;ince a low response could indicate

that the question was ambiguous.

Af ter the survey instrume nts were completed by

• the respondents, the researchers calculated the response

rates for each question and determined which questions were

valid. The responses to each question were recorded on
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a tabulation sheet and the tables in chapter III were

constructed to show the analysis of responses , as computed

by total responses.

An analysis of data provided sufficient informa-

tion to enable the researchers to make recommendations and

suggestions concerning the information that the system

should provide to procurement managers (see chapter IV).

Assumptions

1. An underlying assumption made in the identif i-

cation of personnel selected as informants in this study

was that regardless of classification , grade , or position ,

the sample of personnel from ASD (sample A) represented

a homogeneous grouping with regard to their viewpoints

about procurement operations.

2. It is also assumed that the personnel sampled

(sample B) who were attending the Advanced Contract Admin-

istration Course are a heterogeneous group of personnel

with different types of experience and duties within

procurement management. Due to the fact that sample B

personnel had been previously selected to attend this

course , the researchers assumed that the personnel in

sample B were experienced in procurement management.

3. The sample selection techniques used by the

researchers assured representativeness of typical pro-

curement managers.

• •~~~~ • • • •~~ -—.•. . • • ~~~~~~~~~
— • • 
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4. If less than 60 percent of the respondents

did not answer a particular question , that question was

considered invalid .

5. The time period used for this study (January-

July 1975) was of adequate length to produce data of

sufficient quantity to yield useful analysis.

Limitations

1. The results of this research can only be used

to infer to the population.

2. This research was limited to the accuracy of

the information that was gathered , collected , and analyzed .

3. Regarding sample B, contrary to the initial

understanding on the part of the researchers , the instruc-

tor was reluctant to relinquish control of the class,

and therefore, often affected the ability of the

researchers to attain the desired control necessary to •

effectively administer the survey instrument.

4. Subjective judgment on the- part of the

researchers was used to interpret comments relative to

selected questions. The judgment was applied , however ,

by attempting not to influence the findings.

• - •~~-.~~~~~~ - - — •- -~~ -- - - -~~~~~~~~ . -~~~~ • - • ~~~~~~~~~~ -. ~~~~~~~~
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CHAPTER III

FINDINGS

Overview

This chapter describes the samples and presents

the responses to different questions of the survey instru-

ment. The numbers of each type of reply to the questions

are tabulated and described. Selected responses to some

of the subjective questions have been included in the

findings. For example , a question might require a “yes”

or “no ” answer and also include an accompanying space for

an explanation of remarks. If the respondent’s reply

includes relevant remarks which are directed toward a

particular question , those remarks are summarized and

presented. The selected remarks are those which were

considered by the researchers to be constructive and use-

ful. Subjective judgment on the part of the researchers

was used to interpret comments relative to selected

questions , so that the data could be further classified

into discrete categories of nominal data. The judgment

was applied , however , by attempting not to influence the

findings. -

1 All percentages were calculated by using the total
responses only,  and not the total sample sizes.

23
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Description of Responses

Tables 3-1 through 3—7 describe the characteris-

tics of sample A (eleven personnel from Aeronautical

Systems Division) and sample B (ninety-nine personnel who

attended the Advanced Contract Administration Course).

Tables 3-8 through 3-22 describe the different responses

by each sample of the questions of the survey instrument.

Table 3—1 contains a summarization of responses

to question 3b of the introduction : At what level do

you work? Fifty percent of personnel in sample B work - -

at division level , while the personnel in sample A are

nearly divided between division and branch . Many of the

respondents , therefore, work in upper level procurement

management, and should be knowledgeable of procurement

management information requirements.

Table 3—2 contains a description of responses

to question 3d of the introduction : What is your age?

Eighty-two percent of the personnel in sample A are in

the 36 to 55 year age groups while 90 percent of the

personnel in sample B are in the 24 to 55 year age groups.

Since nearly 70 percent of the respondents are over thirty-

five years old , the personnel samples are, from an age

viewpoint, a mature group of respondents.

Responses to question 3e of the introduction--

What is your present rank or grade?-—are presented in

table 3—3. Personnel from sample A are GS—12 and above ,
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Table 3—1

Functional Working Level

Number NumberWorking Level Sample A Sample B

Division 6 46

Branch 5 6

Contractor Plant —— 14

Base —— 9

Headquarters -— 9

Detachment -- 4

Wing -- 3

• Non—Response —— 8

Table 3—2

Age Group of Respondents
*

Number NumberAge Group Sample A Sample B

24—35 1 
- 

33

36—45 5 23

46—55 4 30

56—65 1 10

Non—Response -— 3

I
’-

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —- ,-~~~~~~~— •~~~~~
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Table 3-3

Rank or Grade of Respondents

Rank or Grade Number Number
Sample A Sample B

GS— 9 —— 12

GS—ll —— 30

GS—l2 3 36

GS—l3 5 8

GS—l4 2 -—

First Lieutenant —— 1

Captain -— 6

Major 1 2

Lieutenant Colonel -- 2

Non-Response -- 2

_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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while personnel from sample B are GS—9 and above . There-

fore , most of the respondents performed duties in a grade

that requires them to make management decisions.

Table 3—4 contains a summarization of the responses

to question 3f of the introduction : What is your educa-

tional level? Ninety-four percent of the personnel from

both samples have at least some college and 61 percent

of the personnel have at least a bachelor ’s degree. Expo-

sure to management philosophy , to varying degrees seems ,

therefore , to apply, to a majority of the respondents.

Table 3-4

Educational Level of Respondents

• . Number NumberEducational Level Sample A Sample B

High School -- 5

Some College • 34

Bachelor ’s Degree 6 47

Master ’s Degree 2 10

Doctorate Degree -- 1

Non—Response -- 2

Table 3—5 contains a description of the responses

to question 1: Which of the following areas best describes

your everyday duties? All personnel in sample A are 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • _.
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involved in Contract Administration or buying , whi le  72 per-

cent of the personnel from sample B are involved in Con-

tract Administration . The respondents , therefore, appear

to be qualified from an experience viewpoint , to realis-

• tically evaluate procurement management information sys-

tems.

Table 3-5

Normal Duties of Respondents

Workin Area Number Numberg Sample A Sample B

Contract Administration 7 71

Buying 4 4

Production —- 14

Financial Management -- 6

Quality Assurance -- 3

Non—Response —— 1

Tables 3—6 and 3-7 contain summarizatior.s of

the responses to questions 4 and 5 which ~sk how long

they have been in their present job and how many years

of procurement experience they have. All personnel of

a both samples have at least one year of procurement

experience and 65 percent of the personnel in sample A

have over fifteen years experience in procurement-related
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Table 3-6

Amount of Experience in Present Job

Number Years Number NumberExperience in Sample A Sample BPresent Job

Less than 1 —— 12

1 through 5 6 72

6 through 10 4 10

Greater than 10 1 2

Non—Response —— 3 - -

Table. 3-7

Amount of Procurement Experience

Number Years Number NumberExperience in Sample A Sample BProcurement

1 through 5 1 25

6 through 10 2 31

1]. through 15 • 
1 17

Greater than 15 7 24

Non—Response —- 2
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work. This finding further supports the fact that the

respondents are well qualified to answer survey questions

concerning procurement management information systems.

Table 3-8 contains a description of the responses

to question 7: What is the approximate size of your

organization? Seventy—nine percent of the personnel

from both sample A and sample B indicated that they were

part of an organization having less than twenty—five

military personnel, and 52 percent of both samples indi-

cated they were part of an organization having over 100

civilian personnel. Most of the respondents , therefore ,

work in an organization consisting primarily of civilian

employees.

Table 3-8

• Size of Respondent’s Organization

Military Civilian
Number of ________________________________________

Personnel in
Organization Number Number Number Number

Sample A Sample B Sample A Sample B

1 through 25 9 70 2 14

26 through 50 —— 11 2 14

51 through 75 —— 2 —— 5

76 through 100 —— 4 —- 11

Greater than
100 —— 4 5 47

Non-Response 2 8 2 8
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Table 3—9 illustrates the responses to question 8:

How geographically dispersed are the personnel in your

organiz ation , from the contractor ’s facility? Eight—two

percent of the personnel from sample A and 32 percent of

the personnel from sample B are widely dispersed , relative

to the contractor ’s facility , thus indicating a possible

communication problem exists with geographical separation.

Table 3-9

Geographical Dispersion from Contractor ’s Facility

Number NumberSeparation Sample A Sample B

Close 1 34

Separated by a Few Miles 1 29

• Widely Dispersed 9 29

Non—Response —— 7

Table 3—10 contains a summarization of the respon-

ses to question 9: What methods exist in your organ iza-

tion for exchanges of ideas and for problem solving? If

the respondent indicated more than one method , the

researchers tabulated the most frequently used method .

Fifty—two percent of the personnel of both samples indi-

cated that staff meetings are the most frequently used

methods of problem solv ing .

Table 3—11 addresses the responses to question

number 10: How could the internal communications within

• — — •-_ • _- ••---.- _. _— • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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• Table 3—10

Problem Solving Methods

Number NumberMethod Sample A Sample B

Staff Meeting 8 48

• Commander ’s Call -- 7

Newsletter/Bulletin 2 8

Two—Person Talks 1 24

Written -- 9

Non-Response —— 3 
- -

Table 3—11

Internal Communication Improvement

• Number NumberMethod Sample A Sample B

More Formal Meetings 1 16

More Informal Discussion 4 41

Greater Dissemina tion of
Relevant Reports . 4 28

Non—Response 2 14

• • • • • • • - • •_ - • • ,_ -• -•• • -• .••-•_ •—  -—- • • • _ ~~~~~~—•_ - .• - - -~~~~~~~• • . -_--- - • -• •- _ _ _
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your organization be best improved? Eight-two percent of

the personnel from both samples indicated that either

more informal discussion or greater dissemination of

relevant reports would improve internal communications.

Table 3-12 contains a description of the responses

to question number 11: Which of the following is most

descriptive of the information provided within your organ-

ization. Any of these responses: (1) Fails to provide

management with relevant data, or (2) Provides an

• abundance of irreleyant data , or (3) negative remarks

in the other—comments block , was interpreted as not being

satisfied. Responses of any of the following : (1) Mini-

mum satisfaction in meeting management needs, or (2) no

complaints, or (3) positive remarks in the other-comments

block, was interpreted as being indicative of satisfaction

by users of the system. The following are selected

• comments considered germane to question number 11:

1. Changes affecting the content of contracts

• should be disseminated further.

2. Abundant information is provided for manage-

ment, but very little information is provided to the

buyers.

3. Information is timely , relevant , and usable;

but is not used sufficiently by upper levels of manage-

ment.

• — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ a~
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4. Managers and supervisors acquire facts and

knowledge , then hoard it to themselves in an almost child-

like, selfish fashion .

5. Personnel are not familiar with all the data

and its purposes.

6. Upward flow of information is successful in

most in stances , whereas downward communication is inade-

quate.

7. Information should be disseminated faster.

Several respondents. indicated that communications are - -

good, resulting in a smooth flow of information. A few

of the comments indicated that the required information

is available , but is not being provided to the appropriate

users. For example , comment number 4 is interpreted by

the researchers to mean that some personnel who possess

information realize the power of having exclusive infor-

mation and choose to keep it to themselves.

Table 3-13 contains a description of the responses

to question number 12: Is the information you are now

using received on time? Fifty-five percent of sample A

indicated “ no ” for an answer , while 79 percent of

sample B indicated that information was received on time.

Germane remarks included :

1. If the data is received late from the con-

tractor , then the information provided from us to head-

quar ters is late , resulting in reprimands by headquarters.

This is something beyond our control.

• • • • • • • • •~~= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
• 44
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Table 3-12

Respondents Description of
Information

Attit de Number NumberU 
Sample A Sample B

Satisfied 6 61

Not Satisfied 5 34

Non-Response -- 4

Table 3—13

Timeliness of Data Received

Responses 
Sample A Sample B L

Yes 5 74

No 6 20

Non-Response -- 5

—
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2. It takes much too long to receive engineering

and technical data from other Defense Supply Agency (DSA)

organizations.

3. The Shortage Status Report is received

through channels ten to sixteen days after the end of

the month. The bootlegged copies I get are received six

to ten days after the end of the month , which is still

too slow.

4. Most information requests originating from

the contract administrator are not received by the 
- -

suspense date; consequently, the forecast is unrealistic.

5. After information flows through various head-

quarters and functional divisions , it quite often arrives

late.

6. Information related to new contract clauses

and provisions is not received on time.

7. Computer lead time is excessive .

8. The grapevine provides most of the relevant

information from two to four weeks prior to official

notification.

A few of the comments concerned the fact that data

received late from contractors results in comparable

late submission of reports to higher headquarters. Despite

the fact that the late report was beyond the contract

administrator ’s control , administrative reprimands were

still received . Also, several comments indicated that
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informa tion received unofficial ly from informal sources

was used , because the official information channels are

too slow .

Table 3—14 contains a summarization of the

responses to question number 18: What procurement related

in formation do you require, if any , in addition to the

information you are now receiving? Eighty percent of

sample A and 53 percent of sample B indicated they were

satisfied . A remark indicating that no additional

information was required was interpreted by the researchers 
- -

as an expression of satisfaction. The following are

examples of remarks considered germane to question

number 18:

1. More guidance is needed for an in-depth

evaluation of the contractor ’s progress payment requests.

2. Information concerning small business, labor

surplus, and minority business enterprises is needed .

3. Information concerning current workload and

historical data is needed.

4. Better information on contractors is needed .

Several respondents indicated a need for more timely

advice of Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR)

changes.

Table 3—15 contains a summarization of the

responses to question number 20: Are you confident about

the qual ity of information on the repor ts you are now

-a-—
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Table 3—14

Additional Procurement Information
Requirements

Responses Number Number
Sample A Sample B

Satisfied 8 39

Not Satisfied 2 34

Non—Response i 26

Table 3-15

Confidence in Quality of
Information Received

Response Number Number
Sample A Sample B

Yes 3 52

• No 
- 

8 35

Non-Response -- 12
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receiving? As indicated by table 3-15 , 61 pe rcent of

the respondents from both sample A and sample B said

they were confident that the quality of information they

were receiving was sufficiently high that decisions

based on the data would be valid . However , some

contrary remarks were also expressed:

1. The computer reports are only slightly helpful ,

because they only reiterate what we already know and are

often outdated , incorrect, and incomplete.

2. The information is subject to human error

and the input often contains errors.

3. Unreliable information is received from the

computer printouts .

4. Usually the information received is out of

date. Input mistakes cause errors in the output products.

5. Output products require verification and/or

purification.

Table 3—16 relates to question number 21: Are

you getting duplicate information from any of the reports

you are now receiving? Eighty-three percent of the per-

sonnel from both samples indicated they were not receiving

any duplicate information. Some selected remarks consid-

ered germane to question number 21 were:

1. Certain data is provided in different formats

on several reports. Often one report in a summary format

is more timely than other reports. 

-.-- • —__- —-.---- • -— - --.• •• • —• --—- - • -.-— • . --- ~~— ._
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2. Summary reports duplicate other information .

3. The same information is repeated on each

weekly run .

Table 3-16

Receipt of Duplicate Information

Res onse Number Number
p Sample A Sample A

Yes 3 13

No 
- 

8 70 
- -

Non—Response -- 16

Table 3-17 contains a summarization of the

responses to question number 2 2 :  Do you consider the

amount of time you spend in inputting information into the

system you are now using is worthwhile? Sixty-four

percent of the respondents indicated their information

systems permitted them the benefit of time savings.

Table 3-18 contains a description of the responses

to question number 23: Please indicate the most beneficial

feature of your present procurement related information

system. The following are selected comments considered

germane to question number 23:

1. The information system permits tracking of

a large number of contracts.
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Table 3-17

Time Saved Resulting from
the Information System

Number NumberResponse Sample A Sample B

Yes, the System Saves
Time 7 43

No 4 24

Not Applicable -- 22

Non-Response 
- 

-- 10

Table 3-18

Benef icial Features of Procurement
Inform~tion System

Number NumberResponse Sample A Sample B

Beneficial Feature
Indicated 9 50

None Indicated 
• 

2 11

Non-Response -- 38
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2. The information system provides an overall

view of the contracts assigned for administration.

3. The information system provides quick visi-

bility without manual screening .

4. The information system provides the status

of procurement actions.

5. The information system provides easy access

to information concerning forecasted and actual deliveries.

6. Procurement status reports are beneficial

in that they help to reduce the number of delinquer.’ orders

and contracts.

7. The time required to manually compile infor-

mation is reduced .

8. Management reporting information is extracted

from the information systems without any action on the

buyers part except the minimal time required to input data.

9. The system provides summary information in

any desired format.

10. The system ’s primary benefit to management

is its histor ical value.

11. The information system provides horizontal

communication.

12. The system readily provides desired relevant

information.

13. The information system allows the managers

to make comparative analysis on man power versus wor kload

in order to adequately forecast future trends.
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14. The system provides accurate progress status

on large numbers of contracts.

Table 3-19 contains a description of the responses

to question number 24: What is the most undesirable

feature of your present procurement-related information

system? Seventy-nine percent of the personnel from both

samples answered the question , thus indicating undesirable

features do exist in their information systems . Examples

of comments are:

1. The information system requires too much 
- -

personnel time.

2. There is too much data. Requirements should

be reviewed to determine if all the data is really needed .

3. The output is inaccurate and there is too much

time lag. • -

4. Information is outdated by the time it is

received .

Table 3—19 .

Undesirable Features of Procurement
Information System

Number NumberResponse Sample A Sample B

Irritating Facts Indicated 9 59

No Irritating Facts
Indicated 2 19

Non-Response -- 21 
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Table 3-20 contains a description of the responses

to question number 25: From your personal viewpoint , what

do you consider to be the most irritating fact concerning

the inputting of any data into the information system

you work with? Eighty percent of the personnel of both

samples indicated that irritating features exist when

inputting data into tl-eir information system. The fol-

lowing are selected remarks considered germane to question

number 25:

1. The pri.nting of the data input form is too

small and is hard to read .

2. Inputting the data requires too much documen-

tation or justification.

3. The information is most often input by person-

nel who understand very little about contract administra-

tion .

Several respondents indicated the data must be input in a

very specific exact manner.

Table 3-20

Irritating Facts Inputting Data Into
Information System

Number NumberResponse Sample A Sample B

Irritating Facts Indicated 9 66

No Irritating Facts
Indicated 2 17

Non-Response -- 17



• 
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Table 3—21 contains a description of the responses

to question number 26: Generally, is the data you receive

as output from your present procurement information system

in an acceptable format? Eighty-one percent of the per-

sonnel from both samples indicated their output was in a

satisfactory format. The only comments received con-

cerning the format had to do with coding and space. For

example , there were several comments concerning the amount

of extra work imposed on the user when there is extensive

coding of rarely used information . Also , there were a - -

few comments concerning lack of adequate space to allow

the user to make written remarks on the output.

Table 3-21

Acceptable Format of Data Received

Number NumberResponse Sample A Sample B

Yes 10 69

No 1 18

Non—Response -— 12

Table 3-22 contains a summarization of the

responses to question number 31: Reflecting back on some

of the more difficult decisions you have made in your

present job, what changes would you suggest concerning the

information you had available? When the respondent ind i-

cated more than one answer , all answers were tabulated .
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Table 3—22

Information Problems Related to Decisions

Res on se Number Numberp Sample A Sample B

Needed More Ex ternal
Data 3 22

Needed More Internal
Data 1 22 

- -

Needed Better Organization
of Data 3 29

Needed More Timely Data 4 15

Usually Had Too Much Data 2 7

Other 3 9

Non-Response -- 28

___ 
_
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The following are selected remarks considered

germane -to question number 31:

1. A large amount of data is usually available.

Decisions are not always based on available data , rather

they are based on experience .

2. Data received from the system is efficient

and effective but underused . Management needs to use

the data to take corrective action to alleviate specific

problems.

Question number 32 requested additional comments - -

or suggestions concerning information requirements . Some

of the comments follow:

1. Too much time is spent submitting reports.

2. There is no standardization of information

systems within the Department of Defense.

3. More training on information systems is

required.

4. A serious study of user requirements is

needed.

Summarization of Data
Not Used

As in any study, some of the areas investigated

are for background use only , and are not intended as

direct inputs for analysis. For example , questions 3a

and 3b of the introduction were asked as a means of

increasing the validity of the responses. The researchers

• - - ~~~~~.- • - - - — • -  ~~~ _—-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
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felt that a requirement for the respondent to provide

his social security number would result in a more con-

scientious reply,  but would preserve the necessary

anonymity.

The responses to questions 2 and 3 amplified

question 1, and the results indicated that there was

insufficient difference to warrant tabulation .

The responses to questions 3g and 6 were so varied

that tabulation and analysis of them would have provided

marginal or no bene.fit to the survey . In other words , . -

the questions probably should not have been included.

Questions 13 through 17, 19, and 27 through 30

were originally included in the survey instrument because

the researchers planned to compare the responses to

these questions with the Air Force Systems Command Acqui-

sition Management Information System (AFSCAMIS). The

intent was to determine whether or not AFSCAMIS would

satisf y user needs. Unfor tunately , these questions became

irrelevant because the scope of the AFSCANIS Program changed

during the period of this research ; i.e., AFSCAMIS was

originally designed to provide real time information during

all phases of procurement, but present emphasis is on

Source Data Automation (SDA) of contract administration

information (See footnote 1, chapter 1).

L • • • • ••• •~~~~• • • • • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS

Overview

This chapter relates the research questions to

the findings of the survey instrument, which were tabulated

and presented in chapter III.

First, each of the following research questions is

addressed and related to applicable responses of the

survey instrument:

1. Determine if procurement managers ’ informa-

tion needs are being satisfied .

2. Determine if procurement managers are receiving

duplicate information .

3. Determine if procurement managers are satis-

fied with the timeliness of their information products.

4. Determine if procurement managers are con-

fident about the quality of information in the reports

that they receive.

Next, primary conclusions are made regarding each research

question and corol lary conclus ions are drawn from sub-

jective responses to selected questions. Final ly , recom-

mendations are presented.

49
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Primary Conclusions

Research Question Number 1. Tables 3-12 , 3—14 , 3-17 and

3—21 describe responses to questions 11, 18 , 22 and 26

of the survey instrument. The researchers determined

these questions to be indicative of user ’s satisfaction

of their information needs. The responses to these ques-

tions are, therefore , related to research question num-

ber 1 which is: Determine if procurement managers ’ infor-

mation needs are being satisfied .

Table 3—12 contains a summarization of the

responses to question number 11 which asks the respondent

to describe the information provided within his organi-

zation. Fifty-five percent from sample A and 64 percent

from sample B, with a 63 percent total from both samples ,

indicated their information needs were being satisfied .’

Table 3—14 contains a summarization of the

responses to question number 18, which asks the respondent

if he requires additional procurement-related information .

Eighty percent of sample A and 53 percent of sample B,

with a 57 percent total from both samples , indicated their

information needs were being satisfied .

Table 3—17 contains a summarization of the

responses to question number 22, which basically asked the

‘All percentages were calculated by using the total
responses on ly,  and not the total sample sizes.

_ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 44
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respondent if he was satisfied with the information pro—

vided by the system with regard to the amount of time

required to input information into the system. Sixty-

four percent of both samples indicated their information

system provided time savings and they considered it worth-

while. A “yes” response o this question was interpreted

as being a satisfied user.

Table 3—21 contains a summarization of the

responses to question number 26, which requested informa-

tion concerning thea procurement managers satisfaction with - -

the format of the output of his information products.

Ninety—one percent of sample A and 79 percent of sample B ,

with an 81 percent total using both samples, indicated

they were satisfied with the format of the information

that they received.

Although tables 3—12 , 3—14 , 3—17 and 3-21 contain

a summarization of data which indicates a majority of

the respondents information needs are being satisfied ,

there still remains a substantial percentage of procure-

ment management personnel whose information needs are

not being satisfied .

Research Question Number 2. Table 3-16 contains a descrip-

tion of the responses to question number 21 of the survey

instrument. The researchers determined that responses to

this question are related to research question n umber 2

which is: Determine if procurement managers are receiving 

•~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ • •  - -  ~~~~. .a. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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duplicate information. Seventy-three percent of sample A

and 84 percent of sample B indicated they were not receiv-

ing duplicate information. Remarks were received from

the 17 percent of the total respondents indicating the

receipt of duplicate information. However , few of these

comments appeared to indicate that the respondent did not

understand the intent of the question . The question was

obviously intended to determine whether or not the

respondent received duplicate information from different

sources. However , some respondents indicated they con— - -

sidered information that is repetitive and appears on

recurring reports as being a duplication of information.

Research Question Number 3. Table 3-13 contained a sum-

marization of the responses to question number 12 of the

survey instrument. Responses to this question are

related to research question number 3 which is: Deter-

mine if procurement managers are satisfied with the time-

liness of their information products. - Forty-five percent

of sample A and 79 percent of sample B , with a 75 percent

total from both samples, indicated they were satisfied

with the timeliness of their information products. The

two types of remarks that occurred most frequently con-

cerned the following areas:

1. Required information is received late from

the contractor or another outside source , resulting in

late submission of reports, and

— - —rn -- -~~~~~ ~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -•-~~~~ — —— — _ • ~~~~~ • - •~~~~~ .
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2. There is a reliance on information from infor-

mal sources rather than from official channels because the

unofficial sources of information are faster .

Research Question Number 4. Table 3—15 , a summarization

of the responses to question number 20 of the survey

instrument relates to this research question which is:

Determine if procurement managers are confident about the

quality of information in the reports they receive .

Seventy-three percent of sample A and 60 percent of

sample B, with a 61 percent total from both samples ,

indicated they are confident about the quality of infor-

mation in the reports they receive . However , as noted

in the findings, there were sufficient comments about the

effect of human errors when inputting data into an infor-

mation system, that this should be a matter of particular

concern to designers and users.

Summary

In addition to the preceding information directly

related to the four research questions, other information

which was received and tabulated in chapter III indirectly

addresses the research questions . For example , tables

3—18 and 3—19 contain summarization of responses to

questions 23 and 24. These questions requested the

respondent to identify beneficial and undesirable features

of their information systems . Also , table 3-20 contains 

- 
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a description of the responses to question number 25,

which requested information about i r r i ta t ing  facts  con-

cerning the inputting of informat ion.  Chapter III  also

includes responses to question number 31 and remarks

considered germane to question number 32, which requested - 

-

additional comments or suggestions concerning the respon-

dent’ s information requirements. The following remarks

previously stated in chapter III , are related to the

research questions and are stated here again for emphasis.

1. The information system permits tracking of a 
- -

large number of contracts.

2. The information system provides good visibility

of contract status.

3. The information system helps reduce the number

of delinquent orders.

4. The information system saves time when com-

piling information.

5. The information systems primary benefit is

the summary data which it can provide.

6. Sometimes management personnel do not effec-

tively utilize available information .

7. The information system requires too much

personnel time.

8. Information products are inaccurate and out-

dated. 

- -  -••-—_-
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9. Information is often input by personnel who

know very little about contract administration.

10. Too much time is spent submitting reports.

11. There is a lack of standardization of infor-

mation systems within the Department of Defense.

12. More training is needed for personnel who

use procurement information systems.

13. A study of user information requirements is

needed .

In consideration of all the above, therefore, the fol-

lowing general conclusions are made:

1. Procurement managers ’ information needs are

being substantially satisfied , but certainly not completely.

An effective procurement management information system

could reduce or eliminate many of the unsatisfactory

conditions.

2. Receipt of duplicate information is not a

significant problem.

3. Although 75 percent of the respondents

were satisfied with the timeliness of their information

products, this is an area which seems to require further

explicit and focused study.

4. Sixty-one percent of the respondents indicated

confidence in the quality of the information they receive.

The researchers consider 61 percent to be lower than

desirable. One of the pr imary reasons users lack con-

fidence in their information products seems to be a lack

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



of confidence in the skill of the personnel who input the

data. This is a training problem which , if in fact exists ,

can be easily corrected .

Corollary Conclusions

A corollary conclusion drawn from this research

is that procurement management personnel attitudes toward

• a procurement management information system are , to a

degree , related to the amount of work required to use the

system. The researchers realize this is not supported

by the data , but cdncluded this from conversations with

the respondents. The researchers , therefore , suggest that

information systems user ’s attitudes about their informa-

mation systems are related to the amount of time or work

the system requires.

In addition , there was a nearly universal favor-

able reaction by procurement management personnel con-

tacted, to the intent of this study. It is concluded ,

therefore , that the need for this research did , in fact,

exist and that further , more comprehensive studies should

be conducted.

Recommendations .

The following recommendations are presented :

1. Procurement management information system

personnel should insure that personnel who input data into

- 

,~ •
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the system or use output products of the system are suf-

ficiently train~~1 concerning their functional relationship

with the computer.

2. Desi gners of managemen t info rmat ion systems

should first define user information needs and then use

both technical and functional personnel to develop a

system which will best satisfy the user ’s requirements.

I
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APPENDIX A

DRAFT SURVEY INSTRUMENT

Introduction

1. This data gathering device is part of a study

to determine what information procurement managers need in

order to make effective decisions. The results will be sub-

• divided into classes of data so that statistical techniques

can be used to analyze the findings and provide recommen-

dations concerning the procurement management information

requirements. It will be used as part of thesis work at

the School of Systems and Logistics, Air Force Institute

of Technology , Wright—Patterson Air Force Base , Ohio.

2. Please answer all questions honestly and

candidly as possible. No research on your part is neces-
S

sary; just reply using your present knowledge and experi-

ence. This is not an attempt to gather data to rate

performance. Strict anonymity of all responses will be

maintained. We are interested in what you determine to be

the necessary and unnecessary information requirements of a

procurement manager , and also how you use your time . Please

answer the questions in your own words. Additional comments

relative to any question are welcomed.

3. Thank you for your cooperation .

60
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Part 1

Information Requirements and
Characteristics

1. What is the approximate size of your organization?

Number of military 
_____

Number of civilians 
_____

• 2. How geographically dispersed are the personnel in your
organization from the contractor ’s facility? (check one)

( ) Very close (same buildinq or floor)
C ) Close (different buildings , within one mile)

Separated by. a few miles 
- -

( ) Other (please explain)

3. What methods exist in your organization for exchanges
of ideas and for problem solving? (check as applicable)
Please indicate frequency (i.e., hours/weeks , etc.)

( ) Regular staff meetings 
__________( ) Luncheon meetings 
___________

C ) Commander ’s call 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

( ) Newsletter/bulletin 
__________

C ) Two person talks 
__________) Written 
__________

C ) Other 
___________

4. How could the internal communication within your
organization be best improved?

( ) More formal meetings (i.e., staff meeting)
More informal discussion

( ) Greater dissemination of relevant reports
( ) Other (please explain)

• 5. Whichof the following is most descriptive of the
information provided within your organization?

C ) Fails to provide management with relevant data
C ) Provides an abundance of irrelevant data
( ) Minimum satisfaction in meeting management needs

No complaints
C ) Other (please explain) 

- _ -
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6. Does your organization have access to a computer?

Yes
No

If the answer to this question is “yes , ” please
indicate what type of capabilities are available
(i.e., contractor, leased net , time shared , etc.)
and what your organization uses the computer for
(i.e., programming , running reports , etc.).

7. What type of Procurement Management Information
System do you have?

8. Do you input any procurement related information
into any management information system? 

- -

Yes
No

9. If your answer to Number 8 was “yes ,” how do you
input the data?

( ) Procurement Instrument Ident~ification N umber
(Pu N)

) Contract Line Item Number (CLIN)
C ) Exhibit Line Item Number (ELIN)
( ) Financial Data
( ) As of Date

) Other (please explain)

10. What is the planning time frame for inputting into
and reacting to the information system that you now
use? Please indicate the type of reports and amount
of time required.

11. Reflecting back on some of the more difficult decisions
that you have made in your present job , what changes
would you suggest concerning the information you had
available?

( ) Needed more data from external sources
) Needed more data from internal sources

C ) Needed better organization of available data
) Needed more timely data

C ) Usually had too much data
( ) Other (please explain)

--•• - -•—
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12. Please list the three most important reports that you
review and/or approve , including contractor generated
reports. Please list the report title , description ,
or number and the frequency that the report requires
updating.

13. Which of the following types of information are you most
concerned with when performing your normal duties?

) Contract Administration
( ) Production
C ) Logistics
C ) Progress Control (financial)

Accounting and Finance
Quality Assurance
Other (please indicate)

14. Please indicate the most beneficial feature of your
present procurement related information system. Why?

15. What is the most undesirable feature of your present
procurement related information system? Why?

16. From your personal viewpoint , what do you consider to
be the most irritating fact concerning the inputting
of any data into the information system that you
work with?

17. Generally, is all of the data that  you receive as
output from your present procurement information
system in an acceptable format?

Yes
No

If the answer to this question is “no ,” please
explain how the format of the output should be
changed . Indicate which reports and the changes
needed .

18. What procurement related in fo rmat ion  from an informa-
tion system are you receiving in your present job?
Please indicate  the three most important  types of
information and the format that  you are receiving
it in.

L .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~ .- -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - -~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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19. What information do you require , if any , in addit ion
to the information that you are now receiving?
Please indicate the desired format as well as the
type of information.

20. Is the information that you are now using received
on time ?

~~~~Yes
C ) No (please explain)

21. How many reports do you prepare for submission to
higher headquarters? 

__________

22.  How many hours per week do you spend on preparation of . -

reports for higher headquarters? 
__________

23. Please list the reports that you submit , f r equency of
submission , and the level of management which will
receive the report.

Report Frequency of Recip ient of
Tit le Submi ssion the Report

24.  Are you confident about the quali ty of informa tion
in the reports that you are now receiving?

Yes
) No (please explain )

25. Are you getting duplicate information from any of the
reports that you are now receiving?

C ) Yes (please explain)
C )No

26. Do you consider that the amount of time that you
spend in inputting information into the system that
you are now using is worthwhile? In other words,
is the system easy and convenient enough to allow
you to benefit by saving time?

Yes
No
Not applicable

--

~

_ _ _

~ 
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27. Please indicate any other comments/ suggestions con-
cerning your information requirements?

Part 2

Time Survey

Time is important in procurement. In order to

determine how you spend your time , please indicate the

percentage of your working time spent on each of the fol-

lowing functions/activit ies.  If any of the activities do

no apply to you place a zero ( 0 % )  percent in that part icu—

lar block . The sum of the activities should equal

100 percent.

A. Ma nagerial

Planning/Organizing 
__________

Controlling/Directing 
___________

Brief ing/Presentations 
__________

Reports and Administration 
__________

B. Buying (supplies , services ,
and contract maintenance) 

__________

C. Contract Administration

Pre—award 
___________

Award 
___________

%

Post—award 
___________

D. Other:

Please indicate
(i . e . ,  buying equipment) 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

- ---- -_ _ ----- --~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~_
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Part 3

Personal Data

The following information is needed to enable

classification of the data. This page will be removed from

the other pages a f te r  the data has been classif ied, in order

to assure anonymity .

1. Last four numbers of your social security number.

2. What organization are you associated wi th?

3. At what level do you work? ( i . e . ,  Base , Wi ng ,
Division , e t c . ) .

4. What is your age?

5. What is your present rank or grade?

6. What is your educational level? ( i . e . ,  less than
high school , high school , some college , bachelor ’ s
degree) .

7. What is your educational field?

8. How many years have you spent in procurement related
jobs?

9. What is your present duty t i t le?

10. How long have you been in your present job?

11. What are the three most important func t ions  that  you
perform in your present job , and what percen tage of
your time do you spend doing these func t ions?  

--•-



12. If you have held any other procurement related jobs
prior to your present job , please list the last
three procurement related duty titles and the amount
of your experience. ( i . e . ,  Base Procurement Officer
for three yea r s) .  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
• — - - - ____
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APPENDIX B

SURVEY INSTRUMENT

Introduction

1. This data gathering device is part of a study

to determine what information procurement managers need

in order to make e f fec t ive  decisions . The results  will

be subdivided into classes of data so that statist ical

techniques can be used to anal y z e the f ind ings  and pro-

vide information requirements . It will be used as part

of thesis work at the School of Systems and Logistics ,

~ir Force Institute of Technology , Wright-Patterson Air

Force Base , Ohio.

2. Please answer all questions honestly and

candidly as possible. No research on your part is neces-

sary; just reply using your present knowledge and experi-

ence. This is not an attempt to gather data to rate per-

formance. Strict anonymity of all responses will be

maintained. We are interested in information requirements

of a procurement manager . Please answer the questions in

your own words. Additional comments relative to any

questions are welcomed.

3. The following informat ion is needed to enable

classif ication of the data . This in format ion  wi l l  be

69
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1 
removed from the other pages after the data has been clas-

sified , in order to assure anonymity .

a. Last four numbers of your social security
number.

b. What organization are you associated with ?

c. At what level do you work? ( i . e . ,  Bas e ,
Wing, Division , e t c .)

d. What is your age .

e. What is your present rank or grade?

f. What is your educational level? (i.e., 
- -

less tha n hi gh school , high school , some
college , bachelor ’s degree.)

g. What is your educational field?

4. Thank you for your cooperation .
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Survey Instrument

Please answer all questions as to how they apply

to you and your everyday duties.

1. Which of the following areas best describe your normal
duties?

Contract Administration
( ) Quality Assurance

Production
( ) Engineering

Data and Financial Management
Other (please indicate) -~~~

1

•

2. What are the three most important functions that you
perform in your present job , and what percentage of
your time do you spend doing these functions? (i.e.,
Contract Administration , Post Award , 80 percent of
time)

3. What is your present duty title?

4. How long have you been in your present job?

5. How many years have you spent in procurement—rela ted
jobs?

6. If you have held any other procurement- re la ted  jobs
prior to your present job , please l ist  the last three
procurement—related duty titles and the amount of your
experience . ( i . e . ,  Base Pr ocurement O f f i c e r  for  three
years)

— —- —-—
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7. What is the approximate size of your organizat ion?

_____  
Number of Mi l i t a ry

_____Number of Civil ians

8. How geographical ly di spersed are the personnel in
your organization from the contractor ’ s facility?
(check one)

) Very close (same building or f loor)
C ) Close (d if fe rer.t  buildings , within 1 mile)

Separated by ~ few miles
Other (please explain)

9. What methods e.xist in your organization for exchanges - 
- 

-

of ideas and for  problem solving? (check as applic-
able) Plea se indicate frequency ( i . e . ,  hours/week ,
et c . ) .

) Regular Staff Meetings 
___________

Luncheon Meetings 
__________

Commander ’s Call 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Newsletter/Bulletin 
___________

Two—person talks 
__________

( ) Written 
__________

( ) Other 
___________

10. How could the internal communication within your
organization be best improved?

) More forma l mectings ( i . e . ,  St a f f  Meeting)
) More inr ormal discussion

C ) Greater dissemination of relevant reports
Other

11. Which of the following is most descriptive of the
informat ion provided wi th in  your o rgan i za t i on?

Fails to provide management with relevant data
Provides an abundance of irrelevant data

( ) Minimum sa t i s fac t ion  in meeting management needs
( ) No complaints

Other (please exp la in)

L. -
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12. Is the information that you are now using received
on time?

Yes
C ) No (please explain)

13. How many reports do you prepare for submission to
higher headquarters?

14. How many hours per week do you spend on preparation of
reports for higher headquarters?

15. Please list the reports that you submit , frequency of
submission , and the level of management which will
receive the report (i.e., Activity Report , Monthly,
Head quar te r s) .

Report Frequency of Recipient of
Title Submission the Report
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16. What procurement—related information from subordinate
and lateral activities are you receiving in your
present job? Please indicate the most important
types of in formation and the f ormat that you are
receiving it.

17. What procureme~it—related information from higherheadquarters are you receiving in yo ur present job?
Please indicate the most important types of informa-
tion and the format that you are receiving it.

18. What procurement related information do you require ,
if any , in addit ion to the information tha t  you are
now receiving? Please indicate the desired format
as well as the type of in format ion.

L - - - - - •  • - -~~~~~- -~~~~
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19. What type of Procurement Management Information
System do you have? ( i . e . ,  manual , computer , e tc .)

20. Are you confident  about the qual i ty  of information
in the reports that you are now receiving?

Yes
) No (please explain)

21. Are you getting duplicate information from any of
the reports that you are now receiving?

Yes (please explain)
~~~~No

22.  Do you consider that  the amount of time that  you
spend in input t ing in fo rmat ion int o th e system
that you are now using is worthwhile? In other words ,
is the system easy and convenient enough to allow you
to benefit  by saving time?

Yes
No

) Not app licable

23. Please indicate the most beneficial  fea ture  of your
present procurement related information system.
Why ? 

-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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24. What is the most undesirable feature of your present
procurement-related information system? Why ?

25. From your personal viewpoint , what do you consider
to be the most irritating fact concerning the input-
ting of any data into the information system that
you work with?-~ - -

26. Generally, is the data that you receive as output
from your present procurement information system in
an acceptable format?

( ) Y e s  -

~~~~No

If the answer to this question is no, please explain
how the format of the output should be changed. 

—- -  - --- - - - - -
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27.  Does your organization have access to a computer?

Yes
No

If the answer to this question is yes , please indi-
cate what type of capabilities are available (i.e.,
contractor , leased net , time sha rec , et c . )  and what
your organization uses the computer for (i.e., program-
ming , running reports , etc . ) .

28. Do you input any procurement—related information
into any management information system?

Yes
No

29. If you answer to Question Number 28 was “yes , ” how
do you input the data?

Procurement Instrument Ident if icat ion Number
(P IIN )

C ) Contract Line Item Number (CLIN)
( ) Exhibit Line Item Number (ELIN )
( ) As of Date
( ) Financ ial Data

) Other (please explain)

30. What is the planning time frame for inputting into
and reacting to the informat ion system that  you now
use? Please indicate the type of reports and amount
of time required .

~

- -- - -— —  -~~~~~ _
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31. Reflecting back on some c-f the more d i f f i cu l t  decisions
that you have made in your present job , wha t changes
would you suggest concerning the information you had
available?

Needed more data from external sources
Needed more data from internal sources -

C ) Needed better organizat ion of available data
Needed more timely da ta

) Usually had too much data
C ) Other (please explain)

32. Please indicate any other comments/suggestions con—
cerning your information requirements. 

•__ —•-
______________
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